Early Miocene magmatism in the Baiyun Sag (South China Sea): A view to the origin of intense post-rift magmatism
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Abstract:
Post-rift magmatism associated with seafloor spreading (~32.0 Ma to ~15.5 Ma) and post-spreading tectonics (from ~15.5 Ma to the present day) is widely recorded in the South China Sea (SCS). However, the phenomena originating this magmatism are still under debate, hindering a full understanding of the SCS’ evolution. In this study, extensive and voluminous magmatic bodies in the northern SCS are investigated based on the integration of 3D/2D seismic and borehole data. Magmatism occurred from ~19.0 Ma to ~17.5 Ma, a period of time marking the cessation of seafloor spreading, above listric boundary faults formed on the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag. Magmatism close to the main basin depocentre (Magmatic Zone 1) is documented in the form of oblique/saucer sills that step upwards. They have fed volcanoes and lava flows to a paleo-seabed via igneous dikes. In contrast, magmatism in the shoulders of the Baiyun Sag (Magmatic zones 2 and 3) occurred above listric boundary faults that formed large magma pathways. The phase of magmatism documented in this work was probably triggered by the retreat of the Hainan Plume and associated mantle readjustments during jumps in spreading-ridge location. These events rejuvenated mantle upwelling underneath the highly stretched Baiyun Sag to generate partial melting. Mantle upwelling also reactivated the listric boundary faults flanking this basin, generating migration pathways for deep-seated magma. This work addresses the syn-spreading magma plumbing system of the Baiyun Sag in detail, and provides evidence for the origin of intense post-rift magmatism in the northern SCS. It also highlights that mantle readjustments triggered by changes in seafloor spreading (ridge jump or cessation of spreading) can generate significant post-rift magmatism.
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1. Introduction

The SCS is located between the Eurasian, Pacific and India-Australia plates, having experienced a complex history of seafloor spreading, associated tectonic subsidence, plate collision and strike-slip tectonics, making it as an ideal location to explore Earth Systems as a whole (Fig. 1). The SCS is considered as a magma-poor to intermediate continental margin because it has limited syn-rift magmatism (lack of seaward-dipping reflections) in its deep-water, continental-breakup regions (Clift et al., 2001; Yan et al., 2006; Ding et al., 2013; Franke, 2013; Sun et al., 2019a). Nevertheless, post-rift magmatism is frequently observed in oceanic basins and continental margins surrounding the SCS (Li and Rao, 1994; Zou et al., 1995; Yan et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2014; Fan et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2018; Larsen et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020a). It is recognized in the literature as comprising two distinct phases: syn-spreading (~32 Ma to 15.5 Ma) and post-spreading (15.5 Ma to the present day).

Syn-spreading magmatism occurred in the SCS near the end of the seafloor spreading stage (Zhao et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020c). This phase of magmatism provided important clues on how the mantle and lithosphere adjust to changes in mantle convection and geographic changes in the position of the spreading centres per se (Zou et al., 1995; Zhao et al., 2014, 2016; Deng et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2014a, 2020c). However, fundamental questions about the age, volume, contributing plumbing systems, and origin of syn-spreading magma are still unresolved. This inhibits our understanding of the regional magmatic plumbing system and evolution of the SCS.

This study addresses the extensive and voluminous magmatism recorded around the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag using an integrated 3D seismic volume (~9800 km²), a ~6100 km 2D seismic dataset, and information from two exploration wells. It aims to: (1) systematically characterize the geometry and distribution of this focused magmatism, (2) date the magmatism and calculate its total volume in the Baiyun Sag, (3) address the main factors controlling the plumbing system that fed the interpreted magmatic features, and (4) explore the probable origins of magma in a post-rift northern SCS.

2. Geological setting

2.1. Evolution of the northern margin of the SCS

The SCS is a tectonically complex region located between the Eurasian, Pacific and India-Australia plates, being divided into east, northwest and southwest sub-basins (Fig. 1) (Briais et al., 1993; Frank et al., 2014). Rifting of an Andean-type continental margin during the latest Cretaceous and early Paleocene initially opened the SCS (Ru and Pigott, 1986). Following continental rifting, continental breakup and seafloor spreading occurred during the early Oligocene (~33 Ma) in the East and Northwest Sub-basins, with the spreading ridge subsequently jumping southwards to the Southwest Sub-basin at ~23.6 Ma (Li et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2016). Seafloor spreading finally terminated in the East Subbasin at ~15 Ma, and in the southwest Sub-basin at ~16 Ma (Li et al., 2014).

Three main tectonic events, Zhuqiong, Nanhai and Dongsha, mark the evolution of the SCS (Gong and Li, 1997; Pang et al., 2008) (Fig. 2). The Zhuqiong Event (Paleocene - Eocene) coincides with the continental rifting stage, and two peaks (marked with red lines in Fig. 2) correlate with two main extensional episodes in the Pearl River Mouth Basin (Gong and Li, 1997). The Nanhai Event (~32-15 Ma) reflects the initial opening, ridge jump and maximum extension events of the SCS, which correlate with three periods of normal faulting: 32-29 Ma, 23.8-21.0
Ma, and 18.5-16.5 Ma (Deng et al., 2019). The younger Dongsha Event records widespread faulting, tectonic uplift and magmatism in and around the Dongsha Massif after ~10 Ma (Lüdmann and Wong, 1999).

The Pearl River Mouth Basin, the focus of this work, is one of many offshore basins located along the northern SCS formed by continental rifting (Pang et al., 2008). It comprises multiple sub-basins, or sags, with the Baiyun Sag comprising the deepest and broadest sag with an area of $2 \times 10^4$ km$^2$ (Gong and Li, 1997). The Baiyun Sag is a half-graben basin bounded by landward-dipping listric boundary faults to the south - also named detachment faults in the literature (Pang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018; Pang et al., 2022) (Fig. 3). These listric boundary faults sole out in the upper mantle, probably at the Moho, which is shown as a series of semi-continuous, linear, high-amplitude reflections in seismic data (Lei et al., 2018; Pang et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018a; Zhou et al., 2018). The Baiyun Sag is filled by a sedimentary succession exceeding 17 km in thickness (Fig. 3), and comprises several hydrocarbon fields (Pang et al., 2008). The crust of the Baiyun Sag was highly stretched during continental rifting; stretching factors ($\beta$) reach 4.0 (Chen, 2014), while crustal thickness can be less than 7.0 km in places (Huang et al., 2005). Evolution models explain this thin, stretched crust as resulting from lower crustal flow (Clift et al., 2002) or magma-assisted rheologically weakening (Chen, 2014).

2.2. Magmatism in the northern SCS

The SCS is a magma-poor to intermediate continental margin due to the lack of seaward-dipping reflections (SDRs) and the low volumes of rift-related igneous rocks encountered there (Clift et al., 2001; Yan et al., 2006; Ding et al., 2013; Franke, 2013; Li et al., 2019). Nevertheless, recent studies have identified voluminous laccoliths and sills on the sediment-rich distal margin (Sun et al., 2019b; Zhang et al., 2021). Magmatism during the main continental-rifting phase (between 64 Ma and 32 Ma) had a bimodal character on the continental shelf and South China block (Yan et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2016). Magma emplacement thus started during the continental rifting stage, propagated seaward, and lasted until the early post-rift stage (>23.8 Ma; Zhang et al., 2021).

During the syn-spreading, or continental breakup stage, magmatism occurred in the SCS spreading centre and typically formed new ocean crust (Ding et al., 2018; Larsen et al., 2018). It also affected the northern continental slope of the SCS in the form of magma extruded onto a shallow seafloor or land (Li and Rao, 1994; Zou et al., 1995; Yan et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2014, 2016; Fan et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020c). Well BY7-1 drilled through these extruded magmatic edifices to reveal basalt and tuffs with a lower Miocene age (17.1 ± 2.5 Ma) based on K-Ar dating (Li and Liang, 1994; Yan et al., 2006). This age agrees with the local seismic stratigraphy (Zhao et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020c). Some shallow magma intrusions are also identified as sill complexes in the Baiyun Sag (Sun et al., 2014a). Normal faults likely provided the main pathways for the magma intruding these shallow sedimentary units (Deng et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020c).

Post-spreading magmatism in the northern SCS is mainly characterized by volcanoes and lava flows, being widely observed in the oceanic basin, on the modern continental slope, and also onshore (Xu et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2016; Sibuet et al., 2016; Ding et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018b; Sun et al., 2020a, b). Igneous bodies and edifices are composed of alkali basalts with subordinate tholeiites, revealing basaltic oceanic-island type characteristics (Yan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2017). Close to the continent-ocean transition, magmatism occurred above the largest planar and listric boundary faults, suggesting these structures formed magma pathways (Fan et al.,
The sources, or driving forces, of magmatism in the northern SCS are still under debate. Lester et al. (2014) have proposed that the convective removal of continental lithosphere between the terminal phases of continental rifting (latest Eocene) and the post-rift spreading stage (early Miocene) was able to generate widespread magmatism in the northern SCS. The Hainan Plume possibly fed this post-spreading magmatism (e.g. Franke, 2013; Xia et al., 2016, 2018; Fan et al., 2017). Moreover, extension caused by thermal cooling and subsidence of the oceanic/attenuated continental lithosphere may have also contributed to post-rifting magmatism (Song et al., 2017). The youngest magma (<8.2 Ma) in the northeastern SCS was probably emplaced during the Dongsha Event in association with tectonic collision between Taiwan and the Luzon Arc (Sun et al., 2020b).

3. Data and methods

An integrated 3D seismic dataset covering an area of ~9800 km², a 2D seismic dataset comprising ~6100 km, and two exploration wells, are used in this study. The 3D seismic-reflection data were acquired from 2000 to 2016 using 3000 m long streamers comprising 240 channels, and bin sizes of 12.5 m or 12.5 × 25.0 m. Regional 2D seismic reflection data were acquired from 1996 to 2008 with 1200-2400 m long streamers comprising 128 channels, and a bin size of 12.5 m. The seismic reflection data are time-migrated and zero-phase processed. They are displayed using SEG’s (Society of Exploration Geophysicists) normal polarity whereby a downward increase in acoustic impedance corresponds to a positive red reflection on seismic profiles (Brown, 2004). The interpreted magmatic bodies occur at a depth between ~2 s two-way time (twt) and ~6 s twt, where the frequency of the seismic data (2D and 3D) ranges from 45 Hz to 25 Hz. The extrusive body drilled by well BY7-1 has an interval velocity of ~4500 m/s, being surrounded by strata with a p-wave (Vp) velocity of 2800 m/s (Sun et al., 2020c). Consequently, the minimum vertical resolutions of extrusive bodies are ~25 m at a shallow depth of ~2 s (twt) and ~45 m at a depth of ~6 s (twt).

Mounded edifices in the study area are onlapped by younger sediment and show positive-amplitude reflections on their tops (Figs. 6-7, 11-12). Internal reflections are sub-parallel, downward-curved and convergent (Figs. 7, 11-12), similar to the seismic character of recognized volcanoes (Magee et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2014; Reynolds et al., 2018; Niyazi et al., 2021a). One mounded structure was drilled by exploration well BY7-1, which found basalt and tuffs (Qin, 2000; Zhao et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020c). Therefore, mounded edifices are interpreted as volcanoes that are isolated or merged to form volcanic complexes (Figs. 6, 10). In parallel, layered high-amplitude seismic reflections, interpreted as lava flows, extend for long distances on the paleo-seafloor and are, in places, related to the volcanic edifices (Fig. 6).

Saucer/sheeted/oblique positive seismic anomalies underlie the volcanoes and are linked to the latter through near-vertical diffractive zones and faults (Figs. 6-7). Some are concordant, but most diffractive zones cross-cut the adjacent strata (Figs. 6-7, 9d, 10). This is a character akin to the ‘typical’ magmatic sills documented in Smallwood and Maresh (2002), Thomson and Hutton (2004) and Alves et al. (2015) and, thus, are interpreted as such. Accordingly, near-vertical diffractive zones connected to the sills and overlying volcanoes comprise igneous dikes (Figs. 6-7). Intrusions (sills, dikes) have not been drilled by exploration wells in the study area, but should comprise rocks with a p-wave velocity of ~7000 m/s based on sonic-logs data from the North Sea (Berndt et al., 2000). Therefore, seismically resolved sills have thicknesses of more than 39 m in shallow strata, and 70 m in deep strata.

Biostratigraphic, P-wave velocity, Gamma
Ray (GR) and lithological data were gathered from exploration wells BY7-1 and L9, and later used to produce a synthetic seismogram and correlate key seismic horizons to known seismic-stratigraphic units (Fig. 4). The ages of regional seismic-stratigraphic markers were also considered from previous studies (Gong and Li, 1997; Pang et al., 2008; Deng et al., 2018). These include seven regional seismic horizons: the Seafloor, T10 (~5.0 Ma), T20 (~10.5 Ma), T40 (~15.5 Ma), T60 (~23.8 Ma), T70 (~32.0 Ma) and Tg (Fig. 5). Three other reference horizons were mapped: TRa (~17.5 Ma), TRb (~18.5 Ma) and TRc (~19.5 Ma) (Figs. 6-12), together with the tops/bases of local mounded edifices (Fig. 9).

The ages of extrusive features were constrained by the lowermost seismic reflection onlapping the extrusive features (Trude et al., 2003). The thickness of magmatic bodies was calculated by subtracting the converted depths of their tops and bases (Figs. 9a-c). Variance slices were also used to better delineate the magmatic bodies in the study area (Figs. 8a, 12a). Variance maps, or slices, compare the similarity of adjacent seismic trace and thus clearly delineate the boundaries of depositional and tectonic structures, e.g. faults, volcanoes and channels (Brown, 2004).

4. Results and interpretations
4.1. Deep-seated structures in the Baiyun Sag
Two megasequences, syn-rift and post-rift, are identified in this work. They are separated by horizon T70, a continuous, positive seismic reflector (Fig. 5). The base of the syn-rift megasequence coincides with horizon Tg, a discontinuous high-amplitude seismic reflection (Fig. 5). In the study area, the syn-rift megasequence fills a half-graben basin bounded to the south by a listric boundary fault. Strata in the half graben are semi-continuous with sub-parallel, and occasional chaotic, seismic reflections (Fig. 5). Seismic reflections are mostly chaotic below horizon Tg; however, a series of semi-continuous, linear, high-amplitude seismic reflections can still be recognized (Fig. 5). They are contorted and gently uplifted below the Baiyun Sag (Fig. 5), and interpreted as the Moho reflector separating the crust from the mantle following Pang et al. (2018), Yang et al. (2018); Zhao et al. (2018a) and Zhou et al. (2018). Listric boundary faults offsetting the lower crust are also observed and usually terminate (sole out) near the Moho.

The lower part of the post-rift sequence shows well-stratified, medium- to high- amplitude seismic reflections (Fig. 5). Enhanced seismic anomalies and mounded structures observed within them (see details in the following section) are often located above listric boundary faults (Fig. 5). The upper part of the post-rift megasequence is characterized by its chaotic to progradational seismic reflections, especially on the middle to upper continental slope (Fig. 5). Several normal faults are observed in this post-rift megasequence (Fig. 5).

4.2. Character of post-rift magmatism
Extrusive (volcanoes and lava flows) and intrusive (saucer, oblique and sheeted sills) features are widely identified in lower Miocene strata along the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag (Figs. 6-12). According to their size, volume, and seismic character, three magmatic zones (MZ1, MZ2 and MZ3) are identified in this work (Fig. 3).

4.2.1. Magmatic Zone 1 (MZ1)
MZ1 is located on the southeastern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag, where sediment thickness is >17 km. It has a NE-SW strike parallel to the main sag (Fig. 3). A total of 41 seismic-scale volcanoes/lava flows are identified in MZ1 (Fig. 13a; Table S1). Most volcanoes are conical (e.g. V20 and V21) but a few have flat tops (e.g. V18 in Fig. 7). Normal faults and local folds occur directly above the tops of volcanoes (Figs. 6-7). They indicate these faults to post-date the volcanoes and probably relate to differential compaction between ‘hard’ magmatic rock and
surrounding ‘soft’ sediments (Schofield et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020c). An isolated volcano (e.g. V20) is connected to a nearby volcano V21 through layered lava flows, forming a volcanic complex (Fig. 7). The lava flow extends for more than 25 km and spans an area of ~72 km$^2$ (Table S1). In MZ1, volcanoes occur in an area ranging between 1 km$^2$ and 78 km$^2$ for an average of 11.53 km$^2$. Their height ranges from 56 m to 844 m, for an average of 447 m (Fig. 13f). Their thickness varies from 43 m to 473 m, for an average of 258 m (Figs. 13c-d). They have a total volume of 125.26 km$^3$ and an average volume of 5.01 km$^3$ (Fig. 13b). The flanks of volcanoes are generally gentle with an average dip of 19.7° (Table S1).

Volcanoes V8 and V9 are directly located over the lava flows, suggesting these latter are slightly older than the volcanoes that overlie it (Fig. 6). These lava flows are offset by several normal faults, but their thickness remains constant on hanging-wall and footwall blocks (Fig. 6). This indicates that faults post-date the lava flows. The relationships between different volcanoes also reflect their emplacement ages; for example, a continuous seismic horizon separates V18 from the overlying V20-V22, indicating that V18 is older than the volcanic complex formed by V20-V22 (Fig. 7).

Seismic reflections onlapping the volcanoes reveal that horizon TRa (17.5 Ma) drapes all edifices in MZ1. Moreover, the lowermost onlapping seismic reflections of most volcanoes in MZ1 occur between horizons TRa and TRb (18.5 Ma). Some volcanoes are directly onlapped by TRb (Figs. 6-7, 9). The oldest extrusive edifices (V18, L1 and L2) are considered as 19.5 Ma old because they are directly draped by horizon TRc (Figs. 6-7). In general, onlapping seismic reflections indicate that erupted events in MZ1 lasted for ~1.5 Ma, from 19.0 Ma to ~17.5 Ma (Figs. 6-8).

The most striking observation in MZ1 is the presence of intrusive sill swarms. About 126 seismic-scale sills are identified under the volcanoes and lava flows. The total volume of these sills is 66.52 km$^3$, for an average volume of 0.53 km$^3$ (Fig. 13b). Most sills cross-cut sedimentary units and obliquely step upward (Figs. 6a-b). Some sills are linked to form sill complexes (S121, Fig. 8b), especially those intruding close to the paleo-seabed (Sun et al., 2014a). These sills are mainly saucer-shaped, while the overlying sills (sills in the upper level) mostly originate from the tips of the deeper sills (sills in the lower level) (Fig. 8c-d). Some sills are offset by normal faults, but their thickness is constant across these structures (Figs. 6a-b, 7), indicating that faults were developed after the emplacement of the sills. Near-vertical zones of disruption link the sill swarms with overlying (extrusive) edifices (Figs. 6-7). Therefore, the vertical dikes - together with the obliquely-stepped sills - likely comprised the main migration pathways for magma in MZ1.

No wells drilled through the sills and, thus, the precise ages for sill intrusion cannot be confirmed. Some sills deformed the sediment above (e.g., forced fold S121) and their ages can only be estimated by their oldest onlapping seismic reflections. There are no forced folds above most of the sills interpreted in MZ1. Considering the sills fed the interpreted volcanoes and lava flows, their ages are probably the same to or a bit older than these same volcanoes and lava flows, e.g. spanning 19.0 Ma to 17.5 Ma (Table S1).

### 4.2.2. Magmatic Zone 2 (MZ2)

MZ2 is observed to the southeast of MZ1 and coincides with a small-scale structural high (Fig. 3). A listric boundary fault cuts through MZ2 as shown on 2D seismic profiles, but only its northwest part is imaged in 3D seismic data (Fig. 3). Compared to MZ1, Magmatic Zone 2 shows a large-scale volcanic complex composed of 12 volcano edifices and associated lava flows. The volcanic complex in MZ2 covers an area of ~1152 km$^2$ for an average thickness of ~835 m and a volume of ~961.9 km$^3$ (Table S1).
The tops of imaged volcanoes are very rugged and show a continuous, positive seismic reflection. The height of volcano edifices ranges from 191 m to 2768 m (Table S1), a value that increases towards the middle of the volcanic complex (Fig. 10). Some volcanoes occur just below the modern seafloor. The volcanic complex is totally onlapped by younger strata, with the oldest onlapping reflections correlating with horizon TRb (18.5 Ma). Overlying strata, especially those directly covering the volcano edifices, are folded due to differential compaction (Schofield et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020c) (Figs. 10).

The base of the volcanic complex is rugged and gradually uplifted (‘pulled-up’) towards its middle part (Fig. 10). Its interior shows moderate- to high-amplitude seismic reflections, but chaotic in places. Low-amplitude patches within the volcano edifices are also observed. Strata underlying the volcanic complex are not well imaged because of losses in the seismic signal (Reynolds et al., 2017), or were disrupted by the vertical migration of magma (Fig. 10). Nevertheless, large-scale saucer sills (30 sills) are still identified in the strata underlying the volcanoes (Fig. 10). They have an average thickness of 123 m, ranging between 81 m and 357 m, and a total volume of 6.84 km³. Linear and oblique (discordant) sills are seldom observed in MZ2. Only three saucer sills are associated with forced folds - all dated as 18.5 Ma. Considering that the eruptive events in MZ2 are mainly focused near the 18.5 Ma seismic marker, underlying sills should have been emplaced during this same magmatic event.

Mounded edifices originating from the basement are characterized by their low-amplitude, chaotic seismic reflections (Fig. 10). Their bases cannot be identified in seismic data, but their tops are marked by sub-continuous, high-amplitude seismic reflections. Because they originated from the basement, and are onlapped by strata older than T60, we interpret them as syn-rift volcanoes or basement highs. These syn-rift volcano edifices terminate directly below the middle of the volcanic complex in MZ2 (Figs. 10).

4.2.3. Magmatic Zone 3 (MZ3)

MZ3 coincides with the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag and shows a E-W orientation (Fig. 3). Similarly to MZ2, listric boundary faults propagate through MZ3 (Fig. 3). MZ3 is characterized by its extrusive magma edifices, such as volcanoes and lava flows (Figs. 11-12), forming eight (8) volcanic complexes (Table S1). In general, there are 76 seismic-scale volcano edifices in MZ3; they are generally smaller than those in MZ2 and have heights ranging from 74 m to 700 m (though most are less than 300 m), for an average height of 247 m (Fig. 13f; Table S1). These extrusive edifices cover a total area of 561.8 km², for a total volume of 89.8 km³, a value much smaller than the volume of magma erupted in MZ2 (~961.9 km³) (Fig. 13b). The flanks of volcanoes in MZ3 are also gentle, with gradients ranging from 5.3° to 30.3°, for an average value of 17.5° (Table S1). The top of extrusive edifices show continuous, positive seismic reflections (Figs. 11). Their bases also reveal continuous, positive seismic reflections (Figs. 11, 12c-d). Internal reflections in the volcanoes have low amplitude, though layered intervals can also occur.

The most important observation in MZ3 is the close relationship between volcanoes and normal faults; nearly all the volcanoes are located near the upper tips of normal faults. The thickness of erupted materials on the hanging-wall blocks of these faults is significantly larger than that on the immediate footwalls where normal faults propagated to offset the volcanoes above (Figs. 11a-b). This last observation suggests that the normal faults served as magma conduits (Sun et al., 2020c). The strata overlying the conical volcanoes are also gently folded and faulted due to differential compaction (Sun et al., 2020c).

Volcanoes in MZ3 are slightly younger than in MZ1 and MZ2. Nearly all volcanoes were
extruded at the level of horizon TRa (17.5 Ma), with only one small volcano observed at horizon T30 (~13.8 Ma) (Table S1). Sills are not particularly well developed in MZ3 and only 18 saucer/oblique sills are identified in seismic data. Their thickness range from 67 m to 144 m, for an average value of 95 m (Figs. 13c-d; Table S1). The total volume of these sills is 3.87 km$^3$. Forced folds, and the close relationship with overlying volcanoes, indicate that sills were also emplaced at 17.5 Ma.

### 5. Discussion

This study documents a large volume of magma, at least 1263.7 km$^3$, erupted on the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag in a very short period of time (~1.5 Ma). Considering the resolution of our seismic data (e.g. Fig. 10), more magmatic bodies should occur in the deeper successions that are less acoustically resolved (Zhang et al., 2021). Though magmatic edifices have been reported in previous studies (Sun et al., 2014a, 2020c; Zhao et al., 2014, 2016; Deng et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2018), key questions such as the origin of such edifices, and the location of the plumbing systems feeding the magma to the Baiyun Sag, have yet to be fully addressed.

#### 5.1. Magma emplacement systems in the Baiyun Sag

Magmatism varied spatially and temporally across the study area (Figs. 6-12). MZ1 shows a large number of intrusions and small-scale extrusions spanning in age from 19.0 Ma to 17.5 Ma (Table S1), whilst MZ2 comprises large-scale extrusions that occurred at ~18.5 Ma (Fig. 10). Extrusive edifices were also identified in MZ3; they are small when compared to MZ2 (Table S1). In general, intense early Miocene magmatism occurred along the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag where deep-seated boundary faults are observed (Fig. 14). These faults penetrated downward to, and extended along, the Moho (Zhao et al., 2018a; Yang et al., 2018). They worked as weak zones in the thinned continental crust and were reactivated during the early Miocene (Deng et al., 2018). This promoted the generation of magma pathways linking deep-seated sources to shallow intrusions and volcanoes as proven by: (1) the spatial coincidence between magmatism and listric boundary faults (Figs. 3-4), and (2) the fact that ~83% of the total measurable magma volume occurs directly above the listric boundary faults (Figs. 10-12). Interconnected sills, dikes (mainly in MZ1) and normal faults (especially in MZ3) served as the main magma migration pathways (Figs. 6-8 and 11).

This work proposes that the early Miocene magma plumbing system in the Baiyun Sag evolved as a series of discrete stages. First, melting magma migrated upward along listric boundary faults (Fig. 14). In the main depocentre, magma leaked out from listric boundary faults and intruded the sedimentary units above. This magma intruded at an oblique angle with the stratigraphy and fed the volcanoes/lava flows reaching the surface through dikes (Fig. 14). These phenomena generated a large number of magma intrusions in the sedimentary sequences imaged in seismic data, plus small-scale extrusions on successive paleo-seafloors, forming the magmatic features interpreted in MZ1 (Figs. 6, 14). In MZ2, a large volume of magma migrated upward along the listric boundary faults, erupting in the early Miocene to form a volcanic complex (Fig. 10). Because MZ2 is directly located above the main magma migration pathways (listric boundary faults), it is marked by its voluminous extrusions (Figs. 10, 14) rather than by the multiple intrusions documented in MZ1 (Fig. 6). In general, MZ1 is closer to the main depocentre of the Baiyun Sag and, consequently, also closer to the main source of magma. Therefore, magmatism in MZ1 (~19.0 Ma) started a bit earlier than in MZ2 (18.5 Ma), which is located to the south of main basin depocentre (Fig. 3 and Table S1). This agrees with the assumption that the magma needed more
time to reach the upper tips of listric boundary faults in MZ1 because of the longer migration distances recorded here. The westernmost depocentre (MZ3) records the longest distance to the magma source, and thus magmatism is the youngest amongst the three Magmatic Zones (~0.5 Ma younger than in MZ2). Moreover, magmatism in MZ3 is directly located above listric boundary faults, and other normal faults offsetting the strata are more widely distributed than in Magmatic Zones 1 and 2 (Figs. 3, 11-12). MZ3 is dominated by extrusive edifices and lava flows, and normal faults served once again as the main magma migration pathways (Figs. 11-12).

The observations above suggest that both the listric boundary faults and the thickness of strata in the Baiyun Sag had a key role in controlling the number and volume of magma extrusions (and intrusions) in MZ1 to MZ3 (Fig. 13). Extrusive lava in MZ2 and MZ3 was able to accumulate above listric boundary faults (Figs. 10-12), whilst lava in MZ1 intruded into thick sedimentary sequences (Figs. 6-7). Deep-seated magmatic pressure is usually high, facilitating the vertical migration of magma along weak zones such as basin-bounding faults (Rohrman, 2013). This results in the final eruption of magma onto the paleo-seabed to form the extrusive edifices interpreted in this study (Figs. 10-12). Thick sedimentary sequences, when present, may generate high overburden pressures, which deviate the sub-vertical propagation of magma and favor the formation of sill-dominated igneous plumbing systems, e.g., offshore Otway Basin (Niyazi et al. 2021b) and the Qiongdongnan Basin (Sun et al., 2022). The thickness of strata and the relative size of intrusions thus influence the shapes of sills and the generation of associated folds above them. Large-scale, lens-shaped sill complexes usually occur at shallow depths, close to the seabed, and forced folds develop above them (Sun et al., 2014) (Fig. 8).

Although saucer sills can be observed at variable depths below the seafloor, they predominate in MZ2 and MZ3 within thin stratigraphic successions (Figs. 10-11), with the large-scale sills in MZ2 showing forced folds above them (Table S1). Oblique and sheeted sills mainly developed in thick sedimentary sequences and did not promote the formation of overlying forced folds. Only five forced folds are observed above the latter sequences (Table S1).

5.2. Mechanisms explaining the origin of post-rift magma in the Baiyun Sag

The widespread magmatism revealed in the Baiyun Sag occurred during a tectonic quiescent period, i.e. between a ridge jump event at 23.8 Ma (Li et al., 2014) and intense tectonic activity associated with the Dongsha Event (<10 Ma) (Lüdmann and Wong, 1999). Therefore, it is not directly related to regional tectonic events. The restricted time interval (~1.5 Ma) in which this magmatism occurred is another aspect that needs to be addressed (Table S1).

Normal faulting is recorded in the Baiyun Sag during the early Miocene (18.5-16.5 Ma), and included the reactivation of basin-shoulder faults – the listric boundary faults interpreted in this work (Sun et al., 2014b; Deng et al., 2018). This character suggests the Baiyun Sag was under the effect of an extensional stress regime at this time, which was responsible for the faulting and magmatism - resulting from mantle upwelling and decompression melting - identified in seismic data. However, considering the nature of the voluminous (Fig. 13) and short-lived magmatism in the study area (Table S1), this same magmatic event was probably not caused by a slow, long-lived extensional process, such as that recorded during the thermal cooling and subsidence of oceanic and stretched continental lithosphere, and assumed to be have been responsible for most volcanism in the oceanic basins of the SCS (Song et al., 2018).

Widespread oceanic-island-basalt (OIB) magmatic rocks (e.g. Yu et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2018) and recent teleseismic images (Xia et al., 2018)
suggest the presence of a mantle plume (Hainan Plume) around the Hainan Island. Geochemical evidence has also shown that seafloor spreading in the SCS was geologically linked to this mantle plume (Xu et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2014). Considering the character of the magmatic event in this work, short-lived and with an abrupt ending, and its relative location between the Hainan Island and SCS’s spreading centre (Fig. 1a), mantle plume retreat is the most plausible model explaining its origin. As seafloor spreading occurred by lithospheric breakup (Fig. 15a), a ridge suction effect may have contributed to the obduction of the mantle plume moving it out of the spreading centre (Xu et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2020) (Fig. 15b). At ~23.8 Ma, the southwest jump of the SCS’ spreading ridge - from the East Sub-basin to the Southwest Sub-basin - greatly changed the regional mantle-convection patterns, i.e., convection velocity and strength (Huang et al., 2020), triggering the decoupling between the Hainan Plume and the spreading centre in the East Sub-basin. In such a setting, the Hainan Plume gradually retreated towards the north Hainan Island, where it is located at present (Figs. 1c, 15c).

Approximately 5 Ma after the spreading centre jump (at ~19 Ma b.p), the head of the Hainan Plume retreated to a highly-stretched Baiyun Sag recording stretching factors (β) of 4 with a crust ~7 km thick (Huang et al., 2005; Chen, 2014). This facilitated mantle upwelling and the partial melting of magma, generating the magmatic features interpreted in this work (Fig. 15c). The presence of a thermal anomaly in the study area is confirmed by the sudden decrease in thermal subsidence in the central Baiyun Sag at around 17-18 Ma (Xie et al., 2014). Mantle upwelling was then able to reactivate the listric boundary faults mapped in this work. After another 1.5 Ma, the head of the mantle plume retreated further northwest, away from the Baiyun Sag, and magmatism terminated after 17.5 Ma - agreeing with the observations in this study. The extensive and voluminous magmatism occurred in such a short period of time confirms the character of mantle-plume magmatism reported in previous work (e.g. White and McKenzie, 1989; Menzies et al., 1993; Li et al., 2022).

Our hypothesis predicts that relatively weaker magmatism occurred on the northern SCS shelf during the retreat of the Hainan Plume because the thick continental crust inhibited it. This argument is supported by the lack of post-spreading magmatism on the continental shelf. However, we must note that the model proposed in this work still has some limitations. For example, the mechanism and velocity of the Hainan Plume’s retreat, and how the Hainan Plume triggered melting, are still unclear. Further work to perfect this model is needed in the future.

6. Conclusions

Post-rift magmatism in the Baiyun Sag is addressed in this study based on the integration of large 3D/2D seismic volumes tied to borehole data. The main conclusions of this work are as follows:

1. Magmatism is mainly located along the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag, where it can be subdivided into three distinct zones. MZ1 is characterized by magma intrusions, interconnected sills and dikes that reveal main magma migration pathways. MZ2 and MZ3 are dominated by the extrusion of magma, with relatively small normal faults comprising the main magma-migration pathways;

2. Early Miocene magmatism occurred in a limited time period (~19.0-17.5 Ma). It was slightly younger when moving from MZ1 to MZ3 due to the increasing migration distances travelled by magma, i.e., from their deep-seated chambers to the loci of magma extrusion and underlying intrusions;

3. The extensive and voluminous early Miocene magmatism documented here probably originated from local mantle upwelling caused by the retreat of the Hainan Plume. This accompanied the readjustment of mantle material due to a jump in the location of the
spreading ridge from the East Sub-basin to the Southwest Sub-basin.

This study addresses the characteristics of post-rift magmatism in the highly stretched Baiyun Sag. More importantly, it provides an answer to the origin of post-rift magmatism in the northern SCS, confirming the Hainan Plume as responsible for the focused magmatism observed in the study area.
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Figures

Figure 1. A: Geological setting of the northern South China Sea showing the Northwest (NW), East and Southwest (SW) sub-basins. The base map in this figure was re-drawn from He (2017). The locations of the spreading centre and magnetic lineations are from Briais et al. (1993) and Li et al. (2014). Pre-, syn- and post-spreading magmatism is modified from Hui et al. (2016); B: Geological subdivision of the Pearl River Mouth Basin. Wells BY7-1 and L9 are marked by red stars. The listric boundary faults (detachment faults) are modified from Pang et al. (2008) and Sun et al. (2014). This study is focused on the Baiyun Sag. F4-F7 indicate Figures 4 to 7.
Figure 2: Stratigraphy of the Pearl River Mouth Basin highlighting major tectonic episodes that affected the study area as recognized in Pang et al. (2008) and Sun et al. (2020b). The red lines in ‘Tectonic Events’ represent the latter tectonic episodes. Magmatism mostly occurred during the early Miocene (blue rectangle).
Figure 3: Distribution of magmatic zones in and around the Baiyun Sag (blue dashed lines) superimposed on the burial depth map for the Cenozoic basement (horizon Tg). The isobaths of the burial depth map of the Cenozoic basement are from Yang et al. (2015). The three magmatic zones MZ1, MZ2 and MZ3 (see purple polygons) reflect the locations where magmatic edifices (sills, lava flows and volcanoes) are identified. MZ1 is located on the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag, near the deepest part of the Baiyun Sag. MZ2 is located to the southeast of MZ2 over a local high. MZ3 is located on the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag. Listric boundary faults (major boundary faults; Wang et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2018) shown by the red dashed lines are located below and around the magmatic edifices. The location of Figures 5 and 10 are marked.
Figure 4: Sequence stratigraphy and lithology of wells BY7-1 and L9. Data for well BY7-1 are modified from Sun et al. (2020c). Principal seismic-stratigraphic horizons (TRa = ~17.5 Ma, TRb = ~18.5 Ma, TRc = ~19.0 Ma) are marked in the figure. The K-Ar age from the top of a mounded volcano is taken from Qin (1996). GR = Gamma ray; TWT = two-way travel time.
Figure 5: A and B: 2D seismic profile and its interpretation crossing the main depocentre in the Baiyun Sag. See location of the profile in Figures 1 and 3. Syn- and post-rift sequences are separated by horizon T70 (~33 Ma). Low-angle landward listric boundary faults delimit the southern shoulder of the Baiyun Sag. Magmatic edifices, sills and volcanoes are located above these listric boundary faults, within post-rift strata bounded by horizons T60 and T40. The Moho is shown on the seismic profile as a series of discontinuous high-amplitude reflections at a depth between 9s and 10s two-way time.
Figure 6: A and B: 3D seismic profile and its interpretation showing magmatic features in MZ1. Sills step upward with the lower sills (in red) feeding the upper ones. Lava flows (in green) with constant thickness and volcanoes (mounded edifices in pink) are linked to the underlying sills via igneous dikes. Forced folds (black ellipse) occur above the sills. Onlapping seismic reflections (OSRs) are observed over horizon TRb near forced folds and volcanoes. Faults and folded strata are also observed above the volcanoes. C: Zoomed-in inset showing lava flows offset by normal faults (see ellipses X and Y). Note that the thickness of the lava flows is similar on the footwalls and adjacent hanging-walls.
Figure 7: A and B: 3D seismic profile and its interpretation showing magmatic features in MZ1. Saucer and oblique sills with high-amplitude seismic reflections occur deep on the seismic profile. Volcanic complexes with mounded shapes (V20-V22) and chaotic internal seismic reflections are directly onlapped by horizon TRb. V18 is draped by horizon TRc. Dikes are characterized by narrow, vertical wipe-out zones. Faults that offset the strata link the volcanic complexes to deep-seated sills.
Figure 8: Seismic character of magmatic complexes in MZ1. A: Coherence slice at T=3800 ms (twt) highlighting the presence of sheeted sills (low coherence), sill complexes (medium-high coherence) and volcanic complexes (high coherence). Note that the outlines of sills are based on the interpretation of seismic profiles and coherence slices. B: Seismic profile showing igneous edifices between horizons TRa and T60. Horizon TRb directly onlaps mounded, intrusive and extrusive edifices. C: Interconnected sills. The saucer-shaped sills at shallow depths are fed by the deeper sills. The blue dashed arrows indicate principal magma pathways. D: Sill complex. Saucer sills intruded into the shallow strata and deformed it, generating forced folds. Onlapping seismic reflections are observed on the flank of the forced folds. E: Volcanic complex composed of high-amplitude, convex-upward seismic reflections. Sills intrude the rocks below the volcano edifice. Onlapping seismic reflections are observed on the flanks of the volcano edifice.
Figure 9: A: Morphology of the top surface of volcanoes V15, V16 and V17 in MZ1. B: Morphology of the basal surface of volcanoes V15, V16 and V17. C: Thickness of volcanoes V15, V16 and V17. D: Seismic profile showing the top (blue dashed lines) and base (cyan dashed lines) of volcanoes V15, V16, V17 and V18. Note that V18 is a slightly older than volcanoes V15-V17, though not shown in Figs. A-C. Horizons TRa, TRb, TRc, T60 and sills and high-amplitude, positive seismic reflections and cross-cutting the stratigraphic succession are marked in the figure.
Figure 10: A and B: 2D seismic profiles and their interpretations highlighting the character of magmatic features in MZ2. Volcano edifices are mounded edifices with chaotic internal seismic reflections. Lava flows comprise stacked, high-amplitude seismic reflections and are located around the volcano edifices. Sills are often saucer-shaped and located below the volcanic complexes. TRb directly onlap the volcanic complexes. Syn-rift volcanoes sourced from the basement are also identified and underlie the lower Miocene volcanic complexes. See location of the seismic profile in Figure 3.
Figure 11: Seismic profiles and their interpretations revealing the character of magmatic features in MZ3. Note that normal faults occur below the volcanoes. Erupted lava on footwalls are thicker than in the adjacent hanging-wall blocks (see X and Y in Figure 11B). Volcanoes in MZ3 are topped by horizon TRa.
Figure 12: A: Variance slice from a depth 50 ms below horizon TRa highlighting the relative distribution of volcanoes (red dashed line). Volcano tops are marked by green circles. The location of Fig. B is shown in the figure; B: Thickness of volcanoes in the study area; C and D: seismic profiles intersecting volcanoes V58, V62 and V63. Faults are observed below the volcano edifices. The tops (blue dashed lines) and bases of volcanoes (cyan dashed lines) are shown in the figure.
Figure 13: Dimensions of volcanoes and sills in zones MZ1 to MZ3. A: Number of volcanoes and sills; B: Volume of volcanoes and sills. C: Thickness vs. area of volcanoes and sills; D: Thickness vs. volume of volcanoes and sills. E: Area vs volume of volcanoes and sills. F: Height of volcanoes vs. flank gradient. Note that area and volume represent average values for the volcanic complex, e.g., area/volume of complex divided by number of volcanos in the complex.
Figure 14: Model explaining the magma-migration mechanism from deep source areas to the early Miocene paleo-seabed. Magma used listric boundary faults to intrude the overlying strata - forming dikes and sills – or was extruded on the paleo-seabed as lava flows.
Figure 15: Magmatic sources in the Baiyun Sag. A: Graben/half-graben basins (sags) develop during the continental rifting of the South China Sea, with mantle upwelling occurring below the sags. Note that other sags in the northern SCS (e.g. Liwan Sag) are ignored in this model to better highlight the southern part of the Baiyun Sag as the locus of continental breakup. B: Continental breakup occurs in the southern part of the Baiyun Sag and mantle advection predominates in the spreading centre. A ridge suction effect forced the Hainan Plume to move towards the spreading centre. Mantle upwelling stopped below the Baiyun Sag at this stage. C: Seafloor spreading becomes weak and the Hainan Plume retreats northwards. The presence of the Hainan Plume and associated adjustments caused the reactivation of mantle upwelling below the Baiyun Sag. This event triggered the intense and voluminous magmatism recognized in this work.
Table caption

Table S1: Dimensions, shapes and ages of volcanoes, sills and lava flows in the study area. Symbol ‘†’ represents the magmatic edifices mapped in 2D seismic data. Symbol ‘⁎’ represents the magmatic edifices only mapped in one 2D seismic line - their areas and volumes are calculated approaching the magmatic edifices to the shape of a cylinder. Symbol ‘‡’ indicate speculative ages of magmatic edifices based on the magmatic features around them. The shapes of volcanoes and lava flows are based on their plan-view. The shapes of sills are those observed on the seismic profiles. The areas of saucer and oblique sills are their plan-view projections. Volcano height is measured from the base of their edifices, rather than from the bases of eruptive materials. The plan-view shapes of volcanoes/lava flows and vertical sections of sills are also shown.